
Background 
Standard formation models predict that globular clusters should display little 
star-to-star variations in their elemental abundances.  Observations over the 
past 30 years, however, have continually shown this not to be the case.  For 
clusters of  moderate and high metallicity, significant scatter in light element 
abundances, particularly CN molecular abundances, is seen everywhere on 
the RGB, sometimes even down to the MS.  These types of  variations aren’t 
expected in a single population until the point on the RGB where the 
convective envelope dredges up CNO-processed material from the hydrogen 
burning shell.  This suggests some form of  enrichment within the cluster 
prior to, or shortly after, formation.  

SDSS-I and SDSS-
II/SEGUE Sample  

  Cluster        [Fe/H]      # Stars
     M92        -2.35         58
     M15        -2.33         98
     NGC 5053     -2.30         16
     M53        -2.06         19
     M2        -1.66         71
     M13        -1.58        293
     M3        -1.50         77
     M71        -0.82         17
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Conclusions
We see evidence for a bimodal distribution of  CN 
abundances among RGB stars in clusters with [Fe/
H] ≥ -2.0.  These two groups have different colors 
on the RGB locus of  the g-vs-(u-g) CMD and, in 
some cases, may have different radial distributions 
within each cluster.  These observations offer 
tantalizing hints of  a second population of  stars, 
formed possibly from enriched gas from the initial 
population.  Further steps are being taken to 
examine these distinct groups, particularly on the 
MS and SGB, and data sets from the literature will 
also be investigated for evidence of  these 
properties.

Proposed Explanations
Self-Pollution:  SNe, planetary nebulae progenitors, or AGB stellar winds might 
contribute CNO-enriched material to the cluster, either polluting surfaces of  
nearby stars or forming a second, enriched population
Primordial Variations: The proto-cluster gas was inhomogeneously mixed at the 
onset of  star formation
Stellar Evolution:  Additional unpredicted dredging events or mixing via 
meridional circulation

Fig. 2.  CN excess values for each cluster vs. absolute g magnitude.  CN-excess parameter is 
determined by a linear zero-point shift which is fit to the CN-weak population of  each 
distribution so that all clusters may be compared on the same level.  Typical uncertainties 
are indicated by the vertical bar in each panel.  Black points are AGB stars.

Fig. 3.  CN excess values for MS and SGB stars (Harbeck definition).  Uncertainties and 
low S/N make identifying bimodality on the main sequence difficult.

Fig. 4.  Radial dependence of  CN abundance for giants and subgiants, where the abscissa 
are in units of  the cluster’s tidal radius.  Clusters with higher metallicity seem to contain 
more CN-strong stars in the inner regions.  A similar plot of  MS stars shows a flat 
distribution.

Fig. 1.  Typical spectrum of  a CN-strong RGB star.  Line indices are defined as the total flux with respect to the local 
continuum for RGB/SGB stars (Norris 1981) and MS stars (Harbeck 2003).

CN band

SEGUE Stellar Parameter Pipeline (SSPP) used to select true members for each cluster (Lee et al. 
2008a,b; Allende Prieto et al. 2008; Smolinski et al. 2011)

Fig. 5.  Color-Magnitude Diagrams for 4 clusters with bimodal CN distributions, divided 
into CN-strong (red triangles) and CN-weak (blue circles) groups.  On the g-vs-(u-g) CMDs, 
the two populations appear on opposite sides of  the red giant branch.S(3839)N = −2.5 log F3846−3883
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